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Hablova konstanta

v = H0 d

[H0] = km/s/Mpc
H0 ≡ h ⋅ 100 km/s/Mpc



Hablova konstanta

ds2 = − dt2 + a2(t)dx2

H(t) ≡
·a
a

H0 ≡ H(t = 0)

Dinamika — Fridmanove jednačine
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3H0

8πG

H2(t) = H2
0(Ωr + Ωm + ΩΛ) Ωi ≡

ρi

ρcrit.

ωi ≡ Ωih2



Direktna (lokalna) merenja

Standardne sveće: SNIa

“Standardni lenjiri”: gravitaciona sočiva



SNIa

Standardne sveće su neophodne 

za merenje rastojanja

Luminosity distance

F ≡
L

4πDL

DL(z) = (1 + z)∫
z

0

dz′ �
H(z′ �)

Fizički Hablov dijagram je F(z), za datu luminoznost L

L i H0 potpuno degenerisani!



SNIa dobre standardne sveće

Kako ih kalibrisati?

Direct distance ladder

SNIa

paralakse

MW cefeide

lokalne galaksije

lokalne SNIa

kosmološke SNIa

H0



Otkriće kosmološke konstante

Normalizacija nije važna

H0 menja normalizaciju

SNIa



Jaka gravitaciona sočiva

DA(z) =
1

(1 + z) ∫
z

0

dz′�
H(z′�)

θ ≡
x

DA

Fizički Hablov dijagram je theta(z), za datu veličinu x

x i H0 potpuno degenerisani!

Velicinu x nekog objekta možemo

koristiti za merenje rastojanja



Jaka gravitaciona sočiva   —   H0LiCOW kolaboracija

Kašnjenje daje veličinu sočiva!

Veličina sočiva omogućava merenje ugaonog rastojanja

I ovde postoji problem kalibracije (modelovanje sočiva)



Rezultati lokalnih merenja

h = 0.733 ± 0.008



Kosmološka merenja

Šta možemo da dobijemo iz fluktuacija?



Kosmološka merenja

θ

korelaciona funkcija

ξCMB(θ)

spektar fluktuacija

Cℓ “Furije transform” korelacione funkcije



Kosmološka merenja



ωb, ωcdm

rd = f(ωb, ωcdm)

LCDM H0
ωi ≡ Ωih2

Kosmološka merenja

DA(z) =
1

(1 + z) ∫
z

0

dz′�
H(z′ �)

automatska 

kalibracija



N ~ 107 N ~ 109

Postoji i drugi način — velike strukture

Kosmološka merenja

U perspektivi mnogo više informacija

BOSS
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Figure 1. 2-d slices of the overdensity �h(x) of simulated 1010.8 � 1011.8 h�1M� halos (top), compared with the cubic bias
model (center), and the linear Standard Eulerian bias model (bottom). Each panel is 500 hMpc�1 wide and 110 hMpc�1 high,
and each density is smoothed with a R = 2 h�1Mpc Gaussian, WR(k) = exp[�(kR)2/2]. The colorbar indicates the values of
this smoothed overdensity �h(x).

Variance[�h] Skewness[�h] Kurtosis[�h]
R Linear Cubic Truth Linear Cubic Truth Linear Cubic Truth

10 0.29 0.3 0.31 0.97 0.33 0.35 1.9 -0.051 0.0012
5 0.5 0.53 0.56 2.0 0.78 0.83 8.3 0.53 0.7
2 0.91 1.1 1.2 5.2 1.6 2.0 70 3.6 5.4
1 1.3 1.7 2.4 11 2.7 3.9 320 12 20

Table II. Variance, skewness, and kurtosis of the halo density from the linear Standard Eulerian bias model, the cubic model,
and the simulations (“Truth”), for 1011.8 � 1012.8 h�1M� halos, after smoothing the density with di↵erent smoothing scales R
(given in units of h�1Mpc). The skewness and kurtosis are computed as h�3i/h�2i3/2 and h�4i/h�2i2 � 3, respectively; both
vanish for a Gaussian distribution.

A. Two-Dimensional Slices

Fig. 1 shows 2-d slices of the 3-d overdensity of halos �h(x) in one of the simulations, compared with two of the
bias models. This shows that the cubic bias model provides an accurate description of the density contrast of these
halos, with minor di↵erences only visible on rather small scales. The linear Standard Eulerian bias provides a less
accurate description, but still gets most of the structure on large scales right.

For more massive and less abundant halos, we obtain Fig. 2. The cubic model is less successful for these halos,
especially on small scales. For example, the model predicts a large spherical overdensity up from the center of the
slice, but this does not exist for these halos in the simulation; in many other regions the model tends to underpredict
the peaks of the true halo density. This is even more severe for the linear Standard Eulerian bias model, and for more
massive halo populations. On large scales, however, the models work still well, as we will see more clearly when we
turn to Fourier space later.

B. One-Point Probability Distribution

To get a more global view of the position-space halo density we estimate its one-point probability distribution by
computing the histogram of the halo density for di↵erent smoothing scales. Fig. 3 compares the simulations against

Schmittfull, MS, Assassi, Zaldarriaga (2018)

Kosmološka merenja

Glavni izazov je nelinearna evolucija

teorijski model

simulacije
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Figure 1: Left panel : The posterior distribution for the late-Universe parameters
H0,⌦m and �8 obtained with priors on !b from Planck (gray contours) and BBN (blue
contours). For comparison we also show the Planck 2018 posterior (red contours) for
the same model (flat ⇤CDM with massive neutrinos). Right panel : The monopole
(black dots) and quadrupole (blue dots) power spectra moments of the BOSS data for
high-z (upper panel) and low-z (lower panel) north galactic cap (NGC) samples, along
with the best-fit theoretical model curves. The corresponding best-fit theoretical
spectra are plotted in solid black and blue. H0 is quoted in units [km/s/Mpc].

adopted in this work allows for a clear comparison between the two experiments at
the level of the fundamental ⇤CDM parameters. Our measurement of H0 is driven by
the geometric location of the BAO peaks, whereas the limits on ⌦m result from the
combination of both the geometric (distance) and shape information. �8 is measured
through redshift-space distortions. We performed several tests to ensure that our
constraints are saturated with these three effects, and confirmed that distance ratio
measurements implemented through the Alcock-Paczynski effect can only marginally
affect the cosmological parameters of ⇤CDM. However, the situation changes in
its extensions, in which the Alcock-Paczynski effect becomes a significant source of
information.

It is important to emphasize that we did not assume strong priors on the power
spectrum shape in our analysis, in contrast with the previous full-shape studies,
which used such priors. In order to explore the relation with those previous works
we ran an analysis with very tight shape priors and obtained essentially the same
results as in Tab. 1. However, in that case ⌦m cannot be viewed as an independently
measured parameter, since the shape priors completely fix the relation between ⌦m
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Kosmološka merenja

Spektar fluktuacija gustine galaksija za BOSS



Figure 2: The 2d posterior distribution for cosmological parameters extracted from
the BOSS DR12 power spectrum likelihood. We show results for four independent
samples of the BOSS data separately (left panel) and the combined likelihoods (right
panel). In the latter case we also plot the posterior distribution for the parameters
of a similar model (⇤CDM with massive neutrinos) measured from the final Planck
2018 CMB data. H0 is quoted in units [km/s/Mpc].

Let us first discuss the consistency of our results. The posterior distributions
seen in the left panel of Fig. 2 overlap within 1� regions. The observed scatter is
compatible with the hypothesis that all the independent samples are drawn from
a single set of cosmological parameters. This suggests that these samples can be
combined. The combinations of low-z, high-z, and all four samples are shown in
the right panel in Fig. 2, while the corresponding 1d marginalized intervals are pre-
sented in Table 4. For comparison, we also show the Planck 2018 results from the
TT,TE,EE+lowE+lowl+lensing data14, which were derived for ⇤CDM with a varied
neutrino mass. Overall, we observe good consistency between BOSS and Planck. The
mean values of H0 and ⌦m inferred from different BOSS redshift bins are within 1�

distance from each other and from the Planck posterior mean values. One can notice
that the high-z data prefer a smaller �8 than Planck. This tendency has already been
observed in the previous BOSS full-shape analyses [6, 82]. However, the obtained
difference between the Planck and our BOSS measurements is still consistent with a
statistical fluctuation.

The statistical errors of our H0 and ⌦m measurement are comparable with Planck

very asymmetric as well.
14The MCMC chains for the base_mnu_plikHM_TTTEEE_lowl_lowE_lensing likelihood were

downloaded from the Planck Legacy Archive http://pla.esac.esa.int/pla/#cosmology.
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Kosmološka merenja

Ivanov, MS, Zaldarriaga (2019) nezavisno od CMB



Rezultati kosmoloških merenja

BOSS + BBN

68 +/- 1

h = 0.733 ± 0.008

h = 0.679 ± 0.005



U čemu je problem?

Lokalna merenja jako osetljiva na kalibraciju

Nepoznate sistematske greške

Kosmološka merenja su globalni fit, ne mere H0 direktno

Fizika ranog svemira je fiksirana

Nova merenja u narednih par godina!



Hvala na pažnji!


